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The BCHR Network

The BCHR Network is pleased to present the BCHR Update 
Newsletter, which provides a host of insights into the work of the 
network and its members. The main purpose of this newsletter 
is to a) share information about the work of the network and its 
members to a wider audience, and b) to strengthen co-operation 
and co-ordination between the network members themselves 
and with other interested parties.    

• Click  here  to learn more about the BCHR Network.

• Click  here  for a complete list of the BCHR Network members

http://www.networkbchr.org
http://www.networkbchr.org/join-the-network
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Network Announcements

We are delighted to share with you that the network held its second annual 
meeting on the 16-17th February in Geneva. Academics, researchers, 
practitioners and NGO representatives from various fields discussed about a 
wide range of topics. International experts presented their valuable insights 
and latest researches on this field. This conference was organized by ICIP 
(Network Secretariat)in cooperation with DCAF.  

The Network brings together researchers, practitioners and NGO representatives from various fields 
with the aim of researching and analysing the role of business in conflict situations as well as the 
violations of human and peoples’ rights and other social and environmental impacts that such 
involvement may have. It also looks at the potential role of companies in relation to peace building.

World-renowned experts, such as Surya Deva, member of the UN Working Group on Business 
and Human Rights, and Sarah Joseph, director of the Castan Centre for Human Rights Law in 
Australia, participated for the first time in an annual meeting of the network along with about 
forty registered attendees. The panel on corporate accountability showed the work in progress 
to close the prosecution gaps against human rights violations due to companies’ activities. Case 
studies from Palestine, Iraq and Colombia were presented and, as a new feature, the negative 
externalities of companies’ impact on the environment were also addressed.  The Geneva Centre 
for the Democratic Control of Armed Forces (DCAF) and the International Committee of the Red 
Cross (ICRC) presented a range of Tools as part of their joint project to develop guidance to 
support companies operating in complex environments manage their security in a way that is 
effective and respects human rights and international humanitarian law.

Finally, the Working Groups on Private Military and Security Companies (PMSCs), Land Rights 
and Social Conflict and Business and Peace-Building presented the latest updates on their 
agendas and discuss about their next steps. 

We would like to thank you all for participating in the meeting. All participants greatly enjoyed the 
quality and variety of the  presentations and discussions. We sincerely hope that the conference 
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Network Announcements

Membership by country of origin (as of November 2016)

• Spain 27
• United States 26
• United Kingdom 16
• Switzerland 15
• The Netherlands 10 
• Palestine 7
• Canada 6

• Nigeria 5
• Australia 5
• Germany 4
• Colombia 3
• Pakistan 2
• Nepal 2
• Sweden 2

• Turkey 1
• China 1
• Ghana 1
• Baluchistan 1
• Denmark 1
• South Africa 1
• France 1

• Bangladesh 1
• India 1
• Israel 1
• Italy 1
• Czech Republic 1

22 new members joined the network in 2016.

The current Working Groups welcome all members to actively participate in their works and discussions.
Please contact us at: maria.prandi@networkbchr.org for more information about how to join a  Working Group.

• Private Military and Security Companies (PMSCs)
Sorcha MacLeod, Free University Berlin, Germany
• Land Rights and Social Conflict
Susana Borrás, CEDAT, Universitat Rovira i Virgili, Spain
• Business and Peace-Building
Juan Andrés Cano, co-founder, Peacestartup Foundation, Colombia 

was all it was expected it to be and that attendees took advantage of opportunities to exchange ideas 
and experiences.
We hope to see you again! The next annual meeting will take place on the 30th of November in Geneva. 
Please mark the date already and contact us if you are interested in actively participating in the conference 
or becoming  a member of the Advisory Board which shall be renovated  in our next meeting.

mailto:maria.prandi%40networkbchr.org?subject=
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Finally, the Secretariat called all members to contribute to the newsletter on a regular basis 
and, in particular, in relation to the section “Member in focus” aimed at describing the aims and 
activities of our member. The newsletter would be delighted to showcase the work developed by 
each member  in the “Members in Focus” section.

Interested organisations are requested to send us a brief summary of their aims and activities 
together with the link to any public material available related to the network fields of work. 

To contribute to this section, please contact us at: maria.prandi@networkbchr.org
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Other announcements

A. PUBLIC CONSULTATIONS, CALL FOR PAPERS       

• Share your views on Business and Human Rights Key Issues 2017
On December 10th, International Human Rights Day, IHRB will release its 8th annual Top 10 list of key 
issues IHRB believe will shape the business and human rights agenda over the coming year.  

            

B. EVENTS, WORKSHOPS AND COURSES

• Sustainable Sugarcane Forum: How Companies can Deliver 
Date: 01–02 December 2016
Place: 99 City Road, London, EC1Y 1AX
Organized by: Innovation Forum
Created in partnership with Bonsucro, this forum is designed for all stakeholders in the sugar value 
chain to discuss the commercial opportunities of implementing sustainability and ethical initiatives, 
and the practicalities of how to do so. 

                                                                                                                                            

• Book launch: “Business and Human Rights: History, Law and Policy – 
Bridging the Accountability Gap” by Dr Nadia Bernaz
Date: 07 December 2016
Place: Middlesex University London, Room C219-20 & 2nd Floor, Mezzanine College Building, The Borroughs, 
London, NW4 4BT
Organized by: Middlesex University School of Law
The author of the book will cover issues on how business corporations can and do violate human rights all over 
the world, and they are often not held to account. The author will also cover emblematic cases and situations 
such as the state of the Niger Delta and the collapse of the Rana Plaza factory.

Learn more

 Learn more

 Learn more

mailto:c.rose%40mdx.ac.uk?subject=
http://tinyurl.com/j2sderk 
http://tinyurl.com/z2mgd5r
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C. NEW LIBRARY RESOURCES  
  
• Doing Business with Respect for Human Rights: A 
guidance Tool for Companies
Authors: Rachel Davis of Shift with support from Julie Schindall of Shift, 
Eppy Boschma of the Global Compact Network Netherlands, and Sarah Zoen 
and Gine Zwart of Oxfam
This guidance is for company staffs who want to understand what “doing 
business with respect for human rights” means. It is for anyone who faces – 
or could face – scenarios in which their function, department or company could be connected to harm 
to people, or what this guidance calls “negative impacts on human rights”.

Learn more

• Guidance on Children in Humanitarian Crises: What 
Business Can Do
Author: UNICEF and the United Nations Global Compact
This guideline outlines ways in which business can help uphold children’s 
rights and support and promote their well-being during humanitarian crises.  
As the world is facing unprecedented humanitarian needs, there is opportunity 
for the private sector to play an important role in providing assistance, to 
both adults and children, ultimately complementing efforts to achieve the 
Sustainable Development Goals.

Learn more
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• Is Big Business a Force For Good for African Farmers?
Date: 07 December 2016
Place: The Guardian, Kings Place, 90 York Way, London, N1 9GU
Organized by: The Guardian
This seminar will bring together an expert panel to explore the role of multinationals in Africa’s agri-food sector. 
Topics for consideration will include: What are the paths to prosperity for Africa’s farmers and food sector?, 
What are the challenges facing the sector in Africa?, How much of an impact do multinationals currently have 
on African agriculture?

Learn more

http://tinyurl.com/jrymt4yx
http://tinyurl.com/zabsabf
http://tinyurl.com/jocm9f2
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• Lundin Petroleum CEO, Chairman to be Questioned on Possible 
Sudan Crimes
Date: 21 October 2016
Source: Reuters
Swedish prosecutors will question the CEO and chairman of Swedish oil firm Lundin Petroleum 
about possible crimes against international humanitarian law in Sudan. In 2010, prosecutors 
opened a preliminary investigation into Lundin Petroleum’s activities in the country after a report 
by the European Coalition on Oil in Sudan (ECOS) said the company was possibly complicit in 
human rights abuses between 1997 and 2003.

Learn more

• Seven Men Allegedly Shot During Protest at a Canadian-Owned 
Mine in Guatemala Appeal Stay Ruling
Date: 01 November 2016
Source: Montreal Gazette
Lawyers for seven men allegedly shot during a protest against a Canadian-owned mine in Guatemala 
were in court Tuesday attempting to overturn a decision staying their lawsuit in B.C.
In November 2015, B.C. Supreme Court Justice Laura Gerow agreed with lawyers for Tahoe Resources 
Ltd. — a Vancouver-register mining company — that the case would be better heard in the Central 
American country.

• Op-ed: Enough Talk, Canada Needs Extractive Industries Ombudsperson
Date: 02 November 2016
Source: Canadian Network on Corporate Accountability
The Canadian Network on Corporate Accountability released on November 2, 2016 detailed 
model legislation, The Global Leadership in Business and Human Rights Act: An act to create an 
independent human rights ombudsperson for the international extractive sector, providing the 
Canadian government with a blueprint for how to create an effective human rights ombudsperson 
for the overseas operations of Canadian extractive companies.

Learn more

International News  

Learn more
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• Volkswagen Appoints Expert to Examine Brazil Torture Claims
Date: 03 November 2016
Source: BBC
Volkswagen (VW) has commissioned an expert to examine if the German carmaker allowed the arrest and 
torture of employees in Brazil under the country’s former military regime.

Learn more

• 2 Civilians Die in New Mining Conflict in Peru
Date: 07 November 2016
Source: Telesur
Two civilians are reported dead and 23 injured all due to gun wounds. However, the community has 
denied reports the two police officers were injured by gunshots. The occupation of the road was a civil 
disobedience action after failed dialogues with gold mining company Consorcio Minero Horizonte.  
                   Learn more 

• Decision to Hear Slavery Case Has Implications Across Industries
Date: 07 November 2016
Source: Lexpert
A decision by the Supreme Court of British Columbia giving three Eritrean men the green light to proceed 
with a modern-day slavery lawsuit against Vancouver-based Nevsun Resources Ltd. in Canada rather than 
Eritrea has implications for hundreds of Canadian companies that do business or have suppliers based in 
countries with questionable human-rights records, lawyers say.    

 Learn more
 

• Ex-Child Soldiers to Sue UK Firm that Hired them to be Mercenaries in Iraq
Date: 18 November 2016
Source: The Guardian
Two former child soldiers have threatened legal action against the private security company Aegis Defence 
Services over psychological harm they say they suffered when the company recruited them as adults to 
work as mercenaries in Iraq.
                Learn more

http://tinyurl.com/j7tffmg
http://tinyurl.com/zjavfm8
http://tinyurl.com/zx8s6p6
http://tinyurl.com/zzr3jrn
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• Country Guide to Human Rights and Business in Mexico
Date: 18 November 2016
Source: The Danish Institute for Human Rights
The Mexico Country Guide to Human Rights and Business provides a steppingstone towards a Mexico more 
focused on the human rights impacts of economic activities, and on human development. To this end, the 
guide provides information and recommendations aimed at helping companies respect human rights.   
                               Learn more

• Dakota Pipeline: Protesters Soaked With Water in Freezing Temperatures
Date: 21 November 2016
Source: NBC
Tear gas, freezing cold water and rubber bullets were used to disperse a crowd of 400 protesters at the 
Dakota Access Pipeline in clashes late Sunday and early Monday that left more than 150 activists and one law 
enforcement officer injured.           
                      Learn more

 

•Uzbek Government Detains Independent German Journalist
Date: 21 November 2016
Source: Cotton Campaign
On November 10, 2016, German journalist Edda Schlager was detained in Tashkent, Uzbekistan, where 
she was interrogated, and later deported. Schlager came to Uzbekistan to speak with her contacts and 
colleagues about the latest developments in the country. She first reported on child labor in Uzbek cotton 
fields in 2005, and was visiting to follow up on the general atmosphere in the country as Uzbekistan 
transitions after former President Karimov’s sudden death.
              Learn more

 

• Landless Cambodian Farmers Look to International Criminal Court for Justice
Date: 22 November 2016
Source: This Place
A group of farmers who survived the Khmer Rouge’s notorious “Killing Fields” genocide in Cambodia are 
at the centre of a landmark legal case that could change the way global corporations manage large-scale 
land acquisitions, experts say.
                Learn more

http://tinyurl.com/zbjw38c
http://tinyurl.com/gwkkv22
http://tinyurl.com/gwkkv22
http://tinyurl.com/h29mon6
http://tinyurl.com/z232rvk
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Blogs and Opinions

Article by: Stephany Caro Mejia and Ricardo Abend Van Dalen

¿Do human rights belong to humans exclusively?
The authors analyze a recent Inter-American Court of Human Rights advisory opinion issued at the request 
of the Republic of Panama. The Court, affirmed that human rights belong principally to natural persons 
(i.e., individual human beings), and that these rights only apply to legal persons (incorporated entities) 
when necessary for the realization of the human rights of the natural persons who are its members.

Learn more 

Article by: Annabel Short, Deputy Director, Business & Human Rights Resource Centre

2016: No more business as usual
The author of the article analyses how the recent USA presidential elections will shape the business and 
human rights agenda.

Learn more

Article by: Laure Bokobza 

Ending “Business as Usual” with Rosobronexport
The author explores the need for clear legislation forbidding contracts with the Russian state-owned arms 
dealer Rosoboronexport and called on the Department of Defense (DoD) to find viable alternatives to the 
Russian supplied weapons to guarantee Afghanistan’s security needs.
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Campaigns

• Take Action!: Canadian Network on Corporate Accountability

Click on learn more for more information and to join in calling for access to Canadian courts for people 
who have been seriously harmed and the creation of a human rights Ombudsperson for Canada’s 
international extractive sector. 

Learn more

• Consumers: Take Action!

No matter where you are around the world, as a citizen and consumer you have an important role to play 
in putting an end to forced labor in the cotton sectors in Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan.

Learn more
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The Network brings together researchers, practitioners and NGO members from various fields with the 
aim of researching and analysing the role of business in conflict situations reducing the human and 
people’s rights violations and any other negative social and environmental impact as well as other adverse 
consequences. It also looks at the potential role of companies in relation to peace building. 

The Network reflects upon the causes, dynamics and consequences of business involvement in armed 
conflicts and systematic state repression, as well as upon existing or potential responses to such 
involvements in light of the responsibilities of all concerned actors and ongoing international and local 
efforts to develop and apply appropriate initiatives and guidelines. 

Visit: http://www.networkbchr.org/

About our Network
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Sharing and posting materials

We very much welcome your comments and suggestions for how the BCHR newsletter can better serve 
the network’s needs and interests as well as those of its members. We kindly invite you to share this 
newsletter with academics, NGO and practitioners that might be interested in its content.

If you are interested in contributing to future editions of the newsletter, please do not hesitate to contact 
us at  maria.prandi@networkbchr.org. 
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